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Pulsars…'

…cosmic'lighthouses'

…almost'Black'Holes:''

'''''''mass'of'~1.4'Solar'Mass'within'20km'

…objects'of'extreme'maTer''

10x'nuclear'density'

B'~'Bcr'='4.4'x'10
13'Gauss'

Voltage'drops'~'1012'volts'

FEM'='10
10812'Fgravity'

High8temperature'&'superfluid'superconductor'

…natural'clocks'with'wide'range'of'periods:'
'

'
J1748-2446ad 

1.4 ms 
J2144-3933 

8.5 s 
Period 

Rota;ons'per'Minute'42,960' 7'

!'Lots'of'interes;ng'physics…'



So'far,'pulsar'science''hasn’t'done'badly…!

• 'We'have'high'expecta;ons'based'on'previous'and'recent'experience'

Never'have'enough'of'that..!'

Monitoring'and'searching'with''

excellent'cadence'&'survey'speed'

• 'Pulsar'astrophysics'has'a'quite'impressive'track'record'of'discoveries'

• 'Large'range'of'applica;ons'in'the'widest'area'of'physics'and'astrophysics'

''''from'smallest'(=solid'states'physics)''to'largest'scales'(=grav.'physics)'

• 'Don’t'think'that'we'have'enough!''…'quite'the'opposite!'

• 'Next'genera;on'telescopes'are'superb'instruments'for'pulsar'research:'

''''''8'large'collec;ng'area'

''''''8'large'frac;onal'bandwidth'

''''''8'large'field8of8view'

''''''8'mul;8beaming'capabili;es''



Key'Science'and'more…!

• 'Key'Science'(“Gravity'with'pulsars'and'BHs”)'described'in'Kramer'et'al.'(2004)'

• 'Key'Science'capabili;es'enable'a'wide'range'of'further'exci;ng'science,'as''
''described'in'Cordes'et'al.'(2004)'and'other'chapters:'

''Cosmic'census'for'pulsars:'

''''''8'Galac;c'popula;on'of'radio'emijng'neutron'stars'(pulsars,'magnetars'etc.)'

''''''8'Galac;c'centre'pulsars'

''''''8'Globular'clusters'&'external'galaxies'

'Fundamental'physics:'

''''''8'Tests'of'theories'of'gravity,'incl.'BH'proper;es'

''''''8'Detec;on'and'study'of'gravita;onal'waves,'GW'astronomy'

''''''8'Equa;on8of8state'of'super8dense'maTer,'structure'of'neutron'stars'

'Rela;vis;c'plasma'physics:'Pulsar'magnetospheres,'emission'physics.'

'Mapping'the'Milky'Way:'interstellar'medium,'Galac;c'magne;c'field.'

'Proper;es'of'the'intergalac;c'medium:'giant'pulses'from'extragalac;c'pulsars.'

'Core8collapse'supernova,'forma;on'of'neutron'stars,'birth'proper;es.'

'



A'simple'recipe!

1.  'Find'them'

2.  'Time'them'

3.  'VLBI'them'

In'other'words:'Discovering'is'not'enough.'

'

To'extract'science,';ming'(follow8up)'observa;ons'of'all''

discovered'pulsars'are'needed.'

'



On8going'Radio'Pulsar'Surveys'

AO 327 MHz drift scan  

SPAN512!
Galactic Centre – various!

PMPS re-analysis E@H!

PALFA!

LOFAR!HTRU8North'

HTRU-South!

GBT350'

GBNCC'



Lots'of'discoveries'since'SKA'Science'Book:'“We’ve'been'busy…”'

•  Currently,'more'than'2,200'pulsars,'and'nearly'300'millisecond'pulsars'

•  Since'2004'Science'Book,'nearly'twice'as'many'normal'pulsars'and'

'''''three';mes'as'many'millisecond'pulsars'(digital'signal'processing!)'

Animation by Cherry Ng 
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Discoveries'lead'to'excellent'science!'

•  Exci;ng'science'ranging'from'solid8state'physics'to'tes;ng'gravity.'

•  Obviously,'we'do'need'an'updated'science'book.'

•  Nevertheless,'expecta;on'confirmed:'previously'proposed'science'reinforced!'

Double'Pulsar'

Fastest'MSP!'

RRATs'

IntermiTent'pulsars'

“Lorimer'Burst”'

Sub8100ns';ming'

Missing8link'pulsar'

28M"'Pulsar'

1st'Blind8search'radio'magnetar'

100th'FERMI'Pulsar'

1st'Pulsars'via'AI'and'Volunteer'Compu;ng'

Thornton'et'al.'Bursts'

J0348+0432'

Galac;c'centre'Magnetar'

Triple'System'



“…but'that’s'only'the'beginning!”'

•  We can expect to find about 30,000 active (visible) pulsars 
•  Among those will be about 2000 millisecond pulsars 
•  A dramatic increase in the number of known sources! 
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Today!'

So'far,'only'a'modest'prelude!'

SKA'

Science'Book'



Cosmic'census'with'the'SKA'

'

'8'~30,000'normal'pulsars'

'8'~2,000'millisecond'pulsars''

'8'~100'rela;vis;c'binaries'

'8'first'pulsars'in'Galac;c'Centre'

'8'first'extragalac;c'pulsars'

(Kramer et al. 2004, Cordes et al. 2004, Smits et al. 2008) 

With'SKA’s'collec;ng'area'and'increase'in'survey'speed:'

! 'rare'and'exo;c'pulsars'and'binary'systems:'including'PSR8BH'systems!'



The'challenges'of'“non8imaging'processing”!

•  Blind'survey'over'the'FoV'requires'beam'forming,''Nbeam~'('bmax/D)
2''

•  Baseline'design:'Nbeam(1deg
2@1GHz)=2300,'Nbeam,'max'='4000'

•  Each'beam'has'to'be'processed'8'on'the'fly!'

•  Essen;ally:'de8dispersion'+'Fourier'transform'+'RFI'excision'+'Candidate'selec;on'

•  No8human'involvement:'machine'learning'&'ar;ficial'intelligence'

•  Big'challenge:'accelera;on'search'for'unknown'orbits:'Nops'~'Tobs
3'

'

'

'''

Note:''''''''We'cannot'trade'sensi;vity'for'observing';me!''

Reason:''''For'searching,'compu;ng;'for';ming,'science!''

Stappers (priv. comm.) 



Phase'I'will'already'be'an'excellent'search'machine!

•  Excellent'lessons'from'SKA'Pathfinders,'in'par;cular'LOFAR!'(see'Jason’s'talk)'

•  Full'Phase8II'collec;ng'area'unlikely'to'be'u;lized'for'searching'(dep.'on'config.)'

•  We'can'find'nearly'50%'of'all'pulsars'with'Phase'I'already'–'in'combina;on'of'

SKA8low'and'SKA8mid:'

'''

Note:''8'Phase'I'will'be'great'for'searching'–'but'we'also'need'to'use'SKA8low'

'''''''''''''8'Search'frequency'needs'to'be'flexible'(e.g.'inner'Galaxy'vs.'higher'lat.)'

'''''''''''''8'We'need'to';me'all'of'these'pulsars…at'least'for'a'while…'

Stappers (priv. comm.) 
Normal'–'SKA18low'Normal'–'SKA18mid' MSP'–'SKA18mid'



A'simple'and'clean'experiment:'Pulsar'Timing'



A'simple'and'clean'experiment:'Pulsar'Timing'

TOA Residual 

Model 

Fold Fold 

Coun;ng'every'single'rota;on'of'the'neutron'star!'

Coherent';ming'solu;on'about'1,000,000'more'precise'than'Doppler'method!'

Measuring'the'pulse';me'of'arrival'(TOA):'

(with'the'full'array'and/or'sub8arrays)'

'

'

'



Already'today,'we'can'do'amazing'measurements…'

Masses:!
#  Masses'of'neutron'stars:''m1'='1.4398(2)'M�'and'm2'='1.3886(2)'M�'(Weisberg'et'al.'2010)'

#  Mass'of'WD'companions:''

#  Shapiro: ''''''''''''''''''''' '' '0.204(2)'M� ' '(Jacoby'et'al.''2005)'

#  Op;cal:'''''''''''''''' ' '0.181(7)'M� ' '(Antoniadis'et'al.'2013)'

#  Mass'of'millisecond'pulsar: ' '1.67(2)'M� ' '(Freire'et'al.'2010)'

#  Main'sequence'star'companion: ' '1.029(8)'M� ' '(Freire'et'al.'2010)'

Spin!parameters:!
#  Period:' '5.757451924362137(2)'ms''(Verbiest'et'al.'2008)'='2'aTo'seconds'uncertainty!'

Orbital!parameters:!
#  Period:' ' ' '0.102251562479(8)'day''(Kramer'et'al.'in'prep.)'

#  Eccentricity: ' ' '3.5'(1.1)'×'10−7 '(Freire'et'al.'2012)'

Astrometry:!
#  Distance:'''''''''''''''' '' ' '157(1)'pc ' '(Verbiest'et'al.'2008)'

#  Proper'mo;on:'' ' ''''' '140.915(1)'mas/yr '(Verbiest'e't'al.'2008)'

GR!tests:!
#  Periastron'advance:' ' '4.226598(5)'deg/yr '(Weisberg'et'al.'2010)'

#  Shrinkage'due'to'GW'emission:' '''''''''''''''''''''''7.152±0.008'mm/day '(Kramer'et'al.'in'prep)'

#  GR'validity'(obs/exp): ' '1.0000(5) ' '(Kramer'et'al.'in'prep.)'

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!But!with!the!SKA…we!can!do!so!much!more!!!
'



Timing'precision'

•  All'pulses'are'different'(“pulse'jiTer”),'so'that'we'need'minimum'integra;on';me'

to'obtain'a'stable'pulsar'profile.'



Figure 1: The plots displays the average pulse profiles for two pulsars obtained after coherently dedispersing the
combined signal from three telescopes at the dispersion measure of the pulsar. The left panel shows PSR J1022+1001
and it shows the expected polarisation properties in the combined signal. The S/N from profiles from EFF, WSRT and
JB (not shown) were 94, 91 and 64 respectively. The LEAP combined signal showed a larger S/N of ∼285 owing to
the decorrelation of RFI over longer baselines. To show that the technique works, one other example is shown with the
plot on the right corresponding to PSR B1937+21. The plot display profiles from three telescopes and LEAP. The red
curve shows that Effelsberg is the most sensitive telescope and contributes significantly to the overall signal-to-noise.

Figure 2: The figure above shows the improvement in
the precision of ToAs estimated from the coherently
added signal of PSR J1022+1001. The green points
are from LEAP and the TOA error is at least a factor
of two better than EFF (black points) and the WSRT
(red). The signal was combined using Effelsberg as
the reference telescope.

TOA Error (µs)
Pulsar WSRT Effelsberg LEAP

1022+1001 1.5 1.5 0.8
1640+2224 1.0 0.9 0.6
1012+5307 1.5 1.6 0.8
0621+1002 34.6 47.2 24.3

Table 1: The table demonstrates the reduction
in TOA errors for four pulsars for which sig-
nals from two telescopes were coherently added.
A factor of two improvement is seen when two
telescope signals are combined. We note that
this is without any further optimisation (i.e no
polarisation calibration) of the processing chain
and with only 25–50% of the data.

1

Timing'precision'

•  All'pulses'are'different'(“pulse'jiTer”),'so'that'we'need'minimum'integra;on';me'

to'obtain'a'stable'pulsar'profile.'

•  Beyond'pulse'jiTer'(and'calibra;on'&'ISM),';ming'precision'scales'with'Signal8to8

Noise,'e.g.'demonstrated'by'LEAP:''

Figure 1: The plots displays the average pulse profiles for two pulsars obtained after coherently dedispersing the
combined signal from three telescopes at the dispersion measure of the pulsar. The left panel shows PSR J1022+1001
and it shows the expected polarisation properties in the combined signal. The S/N from profiles from EFF, WSRT and
JB (not shown) were 94, 91 and 64 respectively. The LEAP combined signal showed a larger S/N of ∼285 owing to
the decorrelation of RFI over longer baselines. To show that the technique works, one other example is shown with the
plot on the right corresponding to PSR B1937+21. The plot display profiles from three telescopes and LEAP. The red
curve shows that Effelsberg is the most sensitive telescope and contributes significantly to the overall signal-to-noise.

Figure 2: The figure above shows the improvement in
the precision of ToAs estimated from the coherently
added signal of PSR J1022+1001. The green points
are from LEAP and the TOA error is at least a factor
of two better than EFF (black points) and the WSRT
(red). The signal was combined using Effelsberg as
the reference telescope.

TOA Error (µs)
Pulsar WSRT Effelsberg LEAP

1022+1001 1.5 1.5 0.8
1640+2224 1.0 0.9 0.6
1012+5307 1.5 1.6 0.8
0621+1002 34.6 47.2 24.3

Table 1: The table demonstrates the reduction
in TOA errors for four pulsars for which sig-
nals from two telescopes were coherently added.
A factor of two improvement is seen when two
telescope signals are combined. We note that
this is without any further optimisation (i.e no
polarisation calibration) of the processing chain
and with only 25–50% of the data.

1

Careful'polarisa;on'calibra;on'essen;al'to'obtain'full'precision!'
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Timing'precision'

•  All'pulses'are'different'(“pulse'jiTer”),'so'that'we'need'minimum'integra;on';me'

to'obtain'a'stable'pulsar'profile.'

•  Beyond'pulse'jiTer'(and'calibra;on'&'ISM),';ming'precision'scales'with'Signal8to8

Noise,'e.g.'demonstrated'by'LEAP:''

•  To'resolve'orbits,'we'cannot'compensate'loss'in'sensi;vity'with'observing';me'

Shapiro'Delay'

Double'Pulsar'

See'talks'by'ScoT'and'Norbert…'

20,000km'



The'benefits'of'the'SKA'and'its'pathfinders!

NEW:''Sensi;vity,'FoV/Survey'speed,'frequency'range'

'''''!'';ming'precision,'ability'to'find'rare'systems,'cadence,';me'on'sky,'f8leverage'

'

''''

'

'

'''

  JVLA MeerKAT SKA1,
mid ASKAP SKA1,

survey 
LOFAR,
NL 

SKA1,
low 

Aeff/Tsys m2/K 265 321 1630 65 391 61 1000 

Survey>FoV deg2 0.14 0.48 0.39 30 18 6 6 

Survey>Speed>
FoM 

deg21m41

K22 
0.98×104 5.0×104 1.0×106 1.3×105 2.8×106 2.2×104 6.0×106 

Resolution arcsec 1.4 11 0.22 7 0.9 5 11 

 
Aeff/Tsys:'' '' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''6xJVLA'''''''''''''''''''''6xASKAP''''''''''''''16xLOFAR'

Survey'Speed: ' ' ' '''''''''''''''''''100x '''''''''''''''''''22xASKAP''''''''''270xLOFAR'

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '''''''''280xJVLA'



Science'with'pulsars'8'as'objects'or'tools!

Our'science'topics'have'not'really'changed'since'2004'–'only'reaffirmed:'

'

$  Gravity'tests'with'binary'systems'(incl.'PSR8BH):'see'talk'by'N.'Wex''

$  Gravita;onal'wave'astronomy''

$  Cosmic'census'of'radio'emijng'neutron'stars'8'now'including'also:'

''''''intermiTent'pulsars,'RRATs,'magnetars'

$  Proper;es'of'super8dense'maTer:'see'talk'by'S.'Ransom'

$  Pulsars'in'Globular'Clusters:'see'talk'by'S.'Ransom'

$  Pulsar'magnetospheres'

$  Galac;c'structure'(incl.'ISM'&'magne;c'field):'e.g.'talks'by'A.'Scaife'&'M.'Haverkorn'

'

Added'to'intergalac;c'medium:'

$  Fast'radio'transients'and'the'intergalac;c'medium:'see'talk'by'P.'Woudt'

''''''''''''''''' ' '''''''''''Some'examples'for'topics'not'covered'in'other'talks…'

'

'

'''



Towards'a'Galac;c'census'

Kramer et al. (2006) 

dν/dt'=816.3(4)x10815'Hz/s'

dν/dt'=810.8(2)x10815'Hz/s'

05.051.1 ±=
off

on

ν
ν
!
!

FoV/cadence'allows'to'determine'on/off8transi;ons'

Unique'informa;on'about'magnetospheric'currents'

Mapping'the'popula;on'of'(radio8loud)'neutron'stars'

'''8'local'census'with'LOFAR'(see'Jason'Hessels’'talk)'and'MeerKAT/SKA'further'away'

''''8'Standard'surveys'miss'a'substan;al'frac;on'of'radio'emijng'neutron'stars:'

'''''8'IntermiTent'pulsars'(Kramer'et'al.'2006)'



Towards'a'Galac;c'census'

Mapping'the'popula;on'of'(radio8loud)'neutron'stars'

'''8'local'census'with'LOFAR'(see'Jason'Hessels’'talk)'and'MeerKAT/SKA'further'away'

''''8'Standard'surveys'miss'a'substan;al'frac;on'of'radio'emijng'neutron'stars:'

'''''8'IntermiTent'pulsars'(Kramer'et'al.'2006)'–'related'to'correla;on'between'profile'shape'

'''''''''and'pulsar'spin8down'–'making'even'beTer'clocks:'

Lyne et al. (2010) 



Towards'a'Galac;c'census'

Mapping'the'popula;on'of'(radio8loud)'neutron'stars'

'''8'local'census'with'LOFAR'(see'Jason'Hessels’'talk)'and'MeerKAT/SKA'further'away'

''''8'Standard'surveys'miss'a'substan;al'frac;on'of'radio'emijng'neutron'stars:'

'''''8'IntermiTent'pulsars'(Kramer'et'al.'2006)'

'''''8'Rota;ng'Radio'Transients'(McLaughlin'et'al.'2006)''8'but'we'can'detect'more:'

'''''''also'Fast'Radio'Bursts,'Lorimer'et'al.'2007,'Thornton'et'al.'2013'–'talk'by'Patrick'Woudt)'

Thornton et al. (2013) McLaughlin et al. (2006) 

Thornton et al. (2013) 

Detec;ng'polarized'FRB'at'cosmological'distances'allows'us'to'probe'the'IGM'in'a'unique'way!'



Towards'a'Galac;c'census'

Mapping'the'popula;on'of'(radio8loud)'neutron'stars'

'''8'local'census'with'LOFAR'(see'Jason'Hessels’'talk)'and'MeerKAT/SKA'further'away'

''''8'Standard'surveys'miss'a'substan;al'frac;on'of'radio'emijng'neutron'stars:'

'''''8'IntermiTent'pulsars'(Kramer'et'al.'2006)'

'''''8'Rota;ng'Radio'Transients'(McLaughlin'et'al.'2006)''

'''''8'Radio8loud'magnetars'(Camilo'et'al.'2006,'

'''''''''Levin'et'al.'2011,'Eatough'et'al.'2013)'

Camilo et al. (2006) 

Levin et al. (2011) Kramer et al. (2007) 

•  Neutron'stars'radio'emission'amid'very'strong'magne;c'fields'

•  Radio'triggered'by'high8energy'outburst?'

•  Rare'objects…'



a source in or behind the northern arm are RM < 2 3 107 rad m22 (for
an ordered magnetic field) and DM < 104 pc cm23. The measured DM
and RM values therefore place the pulsar and the screen in front of the
northern arm26.

Consequently, the Faraday screen must be associated with the hot gas
component, for which no magnetic field estimates yet exist. The density
in the hot gas shows a radial fall-off as a function of r. At 0.4 pc (100) we
find that n < 26 cm23, whereas at 0.06 pc (1.50) it can be inferred that
n=160 cm{3, using the optically thin thermal plasma model3. Farther
away, on the 40-pc scale28 (179), the density has decreased to 0.1–
0.5 cm23 and we can roughly describe the density within the central
parsecs with a profile of the form n rð Þ<26 cm{3 r=0:4 pcð Þ{1. The
contribution of this hot gas component to DM is of order 102 cm23 pc.
This is consistent with the modest increase in DM with respect to the
hitherto closest known pulsars to the Galactic Centre.

For a simple one-zone Faraday screen, where RM / B(r)n(r)r, we
have RM 5 8.1 3 105(B(r)/G)n(r)r rad m22, where n(r) is expressed in
units of cm23 and r is expressed in parsecs. Using the density prescrip-
tion above with an r21 scaling, we find that B> 8 RM= 66,960 m{2ð Þ½ $
n0= 26 cm{3ð Þ½ ${1mG. This is a lower limit, because possible tur-

bulent field components or field reversals reduce RM. We note again
that this RM value is indeed dominated by the smallest distance scale,
that is, by the gas on scales of the de-projected distance, r . 0.12 pc, of
the pulsar from Sgr A*.

This B value is higher than the magnetic field in the northern arm
and is also higher than the equipartition field in the hot phase at this
scale. To bring thermal and magnetic energy into equipartition, the gas
density at r < 0.12 pc would need to increase by a factor of three, to
260 cm23, yielding B < 2.6 mG. If there were many field reversals
within the Faraday screen, the magnetic field would be driven to values
much greater than the equipartition field, suggesting that a relatively
ordered magnetic field is pervading the hot gas close to the super-
massive black hole.

Because Sgr A* accretes from this magnetized hot phase, density
and magnetic field will further increase at smaller radii. Emission
models of Sgr A* require magnetic fields of about 30–100 G to explain
the synchrotron radiation from near the event horizon6–8. Hence, if
the gas falls from 3 3 105 Schwarzschild radii (0.12 pc) down to a few
Schwarzschild radii, a simple B / r21 scaling would be enough to
provide a magnetic field of several hundred gauss. This is well within
the range of most accretion models, where equipartition between mag-
netic, kinetic and gravitational energy in the accreting gas is assumed14,29.

The field at large radius in the accretion flow onto Sgr A* is therefore
sufficient to provide the necessary field at small radius, via simple
accretion. Moreover, the availability of ordered magnetic fields would
make the proposed formation of a jet-like outflow in Sgr A*30 viable.
Super-equipartition magnetic fields could also suppress accretion and
help to explain the low accretion rate of Sgr A*.

At its projected distance, PSR J1745–2900 could move (owing to
orbital motion) through the hot gas surrounding Sgr A* at several
milliarcseconds per year and reveal RM variations as well as proper
motion. Continued pulsar polarimetry and very-long-baseline inter-
ferometry astrometry can readily measure these effects. Also, given that
magnetars constitute only a small fraction of the pulsar population and
the excess DM towards the Galactic Centre is not too large, we expect
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Figure 2 | Pulse profile of PSR J1745–2900 at 8.35 GHz. After correcting for
the Faraday rotation of (26.696 6 0.005) 3 104 rad m22, we can measure the
intrinsic polarization across the pulse profile, together with the polarization
position angle (PA). The degree of linear polarization (red dashed line) is nearly
100%, and a significant amount (,15%) of circular polarization (blue dotted line)
is also detected. A consistent ‘S’-shaped PA swing is measured at each frequency.
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Figure 1 | Average pulse profiles of PSR J1745–2900 at each of the radio
frequencies where detections have been made. All observations have been
centred on the X-ray position measured with NASA’s Chandra X-ray
Observatory19. The telescope used, the total observation time required to generate
the profile and the average flux density are indicated in brackets after the
frequency label. In each case, the profile has been down-sampled from the original
sampling interval to 256 phase bins (64 for the Jodrell Bank data), and the peak
flux density has been normalized to unity. The profiles have been aligned on the
peak of the main pulse detected. By measuring accurate pulse arrival times, we
have constructed a coherent timing solution, that is, a model that tracks every
single rotation of the pulsar. Between modified Julian dates 56414 and 56426, this
model has given a value for the spin period of P 5 3.76354676(2) s and a value
for the time derivative of the period (spin-down) of _P~6:82 3ð Þ|10{12;
uncertainties in the last digit, given in brackets, are derived from the 1s error of
the timing model fit. Absolute timing from 1.5 to 8.35 GHz has established that
the main pulse in each profile is indeed aligned at each frequency.
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a source in or behind the northern arm are RM < 2 3 107 rad m22 (for
an ordered magnetic field) and DM < 104 pc cm23. The measured DM
and RM values therefore place the pulsar and the screen in front of the
northern arm26.

Consequently, the Faraday screen must be associated with the hot gas
component, for which no magnetic field estimates yet exist. The density
in the hot gas shows a radial fall-off as a function of r. At 0.4 pc (100) we
find that n < 26 cm23, whereas at 0.06 pc (1.50) it can be inferred that
n=160 cm{3, using the optically thin thermal plasma model3. Farther
away, on the 40-pc scale28 (179), the density has decreased to 0.1–
0.5 cm23 and we can roughly describe the density within the central
parsecs with a profile of the form n rð Þ<26 cm{3 r=0:4 pcð Þ{1. The
contribution of this hot gas component to DM is of order 102 cm23 pc.
This is consistent with the modest increase in DM with respect to the
hitherto closest known pulsars to the Galactic Centre.

For a simple one-zone Faraday screen, where RM / B(r)n(r)r, we
have RM 5 8.1 3 105(B(r)/G)n(r)r rad m22, where n(r) is expressed in
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tion above with an r21 scaling, we find that B> 8 RM= 66,960 m{2ð Þ½ $
n0= 26 cm{3ð Þ½ ${1mG. This is a lower limit, because possible tur-

bulent field components or field reversals reduce RM. We note again
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the pulsar from Sgr A*.

This B value is higher than the magnetic field in the northern arm
and is also higher than the equipartition field in the hot phase at this
scale. To bring thermal and magnetic energy into equipartition, the gas
density at r < 0.12 pc would need to increase by a factor of three, to
260 cm23, yielding B < 2.6 mG. If there were many field reversals
within the Faraday screen, the magnetic field would be driven to values
much greater than the equipartition field, suggesting that a relatively
ordered magnetic field is pervading the hot gas close to the super-
massive black hole.

Because Sgr A* accretes from this magnetized hot phase, density
and magnetic field will further increase at smaller radii. Emission
models of Sgr A* require magnetic fields of about 30–100 G to explain
the synchrotron radiation from near the event horizon6–8. Hence, if
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the range of most accretion models, where equipartition between mag-
netic, kinetic and gravitational energy in the accreting gas is assumed14,29.

The field at large radius in the accretion flow onto Sgr A* is therefore
sufficient to provide the necessary field at small radius, via simple
accretion. Moreover, the availability of ordered magnetic fields would
make the proposed formation of a jet-like outflow in Sgr A*30 viable.
Super-equipartition magnetic fields could also suppress accretion and
help to explain the low accretion rate of Sgr A*.

At its projected distance, PSR J1745–2900 could move (owing to
orbital motion) through the hot gas surrounding Sgr A* at several
milliarcseconds per year and reveal RM variations as well as proper
motion. Continued pulsar polarimetry and very-long-baseline inter-
ferometry astrometry can readily measure these effects. Also, given that
magnetars constitute only a small fraction of the pulsar population and
the excess DM towards the Galactic Centre is not too large, we expect
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flux density has been normalized to unity. The profiles have been aligned on the
peak of the main pulse detected. By measuring accurate pulse arrival times, we
have constructed a coherent timing solution, that is, a model that tracks every
single rotation of the pulsar. Between modified Julian dates 56414 and 56426, this
model has given a value for the spin period of P 5 3.76354676(2) s and a value
for the time derivative of the period (spin-down) of _P~6:82 3ð Þ|10{12;
uncertainties in the last digit, given in brackets, are derived from the 1s error of
the timing model fit. Absolute timing from 1.5 to 8.35 GHz has established that
the main pulse in each profile is indeed aligned at each frequency.
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Figure 8: The six polarization modes for gravitational waves permitted in any metric theory of
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the plane. In GR, only (a) and (b) are present; in massless scalar-tensor gravity, (c) may also be
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the GR and breathing modes, the GW-induced correlation func-
tions can be calculated analytically. For the shear and longitudinal
polarizations, modes that are not purely transverse, the correlation
function must be computed with Monte Carlo simulations.

We consider a distribution of plane GWs in a general metric
theory of gravity. The function hP( f ; êz)df d! denotes the distri-
bution of GWs of polarization P, in the frequency interval df and
in the solid angle d! around the propagation direction êz, such
that the GWmetric perturbation, at a given spacetime point (t; r) is

hab(t; r)

¼
X

P¼þ; ; ;b;sn;se;l

Z 1

#1
df

Z
d! hP f ; êzð Þe2!if (t#r = êz=c)P

ab êzð Þ:

ð1Þ

The polarization index P indicates any of the polarization states
þ, ; , b, sn, se, and l; the ‘‘þ’’ and ‘‘ ; ’’ denote the two different
GR spin-2 transverse traceless polarization modes; the ‘‘sn’’ and
‘‘se’’ denote the two spin-1 shear modes; the ‘‘l’’ and ‘‘b’’ denote
the spin-0 longitudinal mode and the spin-0 breathing mode,
respectively.

In this paper, we apply equation (1) to a stochastic background
of GWs. This stochastic background is a superposition of mono-
chromatic plane wave components with a frequency chosen at ran-
dom from a predetermined spectrum, for our purposes always a
power-law spectrum. The propagation direction of each plane
wave component is chosen at random from an isotropic distri-
bution. For a given planewave component, the polarization tensor
"Pab for the polarization state P depends on the direction of prop-
agation (e.g., it is parallel to the propagation direction for the

TABLE 1

Expansion Coefficients of the Normalized Cross-Correlation Function, #($) ¼ C($)/C(0)

% c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

ck for C sn;se($)

0........................................ 0.0378 #0.0871 0.1928 #0.1086 0.0239 #0.0073

#2/3 ................................. 0.0317 #0.0739 0.1603 #0.0955 0.0289 #0.0121

#1 .................................... 0.0298 #0.0700 0.1511 #0.0917 0.0302 #0.0135

ck for Cl($)

0........................................ 0.0584 #0.1206 0.1386 #0.0908 0.0409 #0.0147

#2/3 ................................. 0.0512 #0.1057 0.1220 #0.0805 0.0373 #0.0156

#1 .................................... 0.0470 #0.0987 0.1148 #0.0785 0.0388 #0.0175

Notes.—We obtain this table using Legendre polynomials, i.e., #($) ¼
PN

k¼0 ckPk (2$/!# 1) with 0 & $ & !. Note
that these expansions are not applicable when $ ¼ 0. The % column indicates the power index of the GW background. By
using these normalized cross-correlation functions, #($), and by calculating C(0) from eq. (A37), the cross-correlation
functions C($) can be found.

Fig. 1.—Normalized pulsar timing residual correlation coefficient, #P ¼ CP($)/CP(0). Here, $ is the angular separation between two pulsars. ‘‘GR’’ stands for the two
transverse traceless modes, ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘;.’’ For the shear and longitudinal modes, the plots are the curves fitted with the expansion coefficients in Table 1, for five years of
observation. Results are given for several values of% , the power-law index of theGWspectrum. The change in # sn;se;l is on the order of 10#2 for a change in% from0 to#1.
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of the lack of a theory of the graviton, it is important to have
upper limits based on different phenomenological implications
of graviton mass.

The mass limit of Finn & Sutton (2002) is based on the
effect of graviton mass on the generation of GWs, not on their
propagation, but the dispersion relation for propagation is also
an important independent approach to a mass limit, as has been
recently suggested by a number of groups (Will 1998; Larson
& Hiscock 2000; Cutler et al. 2003; Stavridis & Will 2009).
Questions about this method are timely since the detection
of GWs is expected in the near future, thanks to the progress
with present ground-based laser interferometers, possible future
space-based interferometers (Hough & Rowan 2000; Hough
et al. 2005), and pulsar timing array projects (Sallmen et al.
1993; Stappers et al. 2006; Manchester 2006; Hobbs et al.
2009b).

The pulsar timing array is a unique technique to detect
nano-Hertz GWs by timing millisecond pulsars, which are
very stable celestial clocks. It turns out that a stochastic GW
background leaves an angular-dependent correlation in pulsar
timing residuals for widely spaced pulsars (Hellings & Downs
1983; Lee et al. 2008). That is, the correlation C(θ ) between
timing residual of pulsar pairs is a function of angular separation
θ between the pulsars. One can analyze the timing residual and
test such a correlation between pulsar timing residuals to detect
GWs (Jenet et al. 2005). We find in this paper that if the graviton
mass is not zero, the form of C(θ ) is very different from that
given by general relativity. Thus, by measuring this graviton
mass-dependent correlation function, we can also detect the
massive graviton.

The outline of this paper is as follows. The mass of the
graviton is related to the dispersion of GWs in Section 2. The
pulsar timing responses to a plane GW and to a stochastic GW
background in the case of a massive graviton are calculated in
Section 3. The massive graviton induces effects on the shape
of the pulsar timing correlation function, which is derived in
Section 4, while the detectability of a massive GW background is
studied in Section 5. The algorithm to detect a massive graviton
using a pulsar timing array and the sensitivity of that algorithm
are examined in Section 6. We discuss several related issues and
conclude in Section 7.

2. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES WITH
MASSIVE GRAVITONS

We incorporate the massive graviton into the linearized weak
field theory of general relativity (Gupta 1952; Arnowitt & Deser
1959; Weinberg 1972). For linearized GWs, specifying the
graviton mass is equivalent to specifying the GW dispersion
relation that follows from the special relativistic relationship:

E2 = p2c2 + m2c4, (1)

where c is the light velocity, E is energy of the particle, and p
and m are the particle’s momentum and rest mass, respectively.
One can derive the corresponding dispersion relation from
Equation (1) by replacing the momentum by p = h̄kg and the
energy by E = h̄ωg , where h̄ is the reduced Planck constant with
kg and ωg , respectively, the GW wave vector and the angular
frequency. With these replacements, the dispersion relation for
a massive vacuum GW graviton propagating in the z direction
reads

kg(ωg) =
!
ω2

g − ω2
cut

" 1
2

c
êz , (2)

where êz is the unit vector in the z direction. If the GW frequency
ωg is less than the cutoff frequency ωcut ≡ mgc

2/h̄, then
the wave vector becomes imaginary, indicating that the wave
attenuates and does not propagate. (The equivalent phenomena
for electromagnetic waves can be found in Section 87 of Landau
& Lifshitz 1960.)

At a spacetime point (t, r), the spatial metric perturbation due
to a monochromatic GW is

hab(t, r) = ℜ
#

$

P=+,×
AP ϵP

abe
i[ωgt−r·kg(ωg)]

%

, (3)

where ℜ indicates the real part, and where the a, b range over
spacetime indices from 0 to 3. The summation is performed
over the polarizations of the GW. Since we are not assuming
that general relativity is the theory of gravitation, we could,
in principle, have as many as six polarization states. For
definiteness, however, and to most clearly show how pulsar
timing probes graviton mass, we will confine ourselves in
this paper to only the two standard polarization modes of
general relativity, denoted + and ×, the usual “TT” gauge (see
Appendix A for the details). Thus, the polarization index takes
on only the values P = +,×, with AP and ϵP standing for
the amplitude and polarization tensors for the two transverse
traceless modes.

The polarization tensor ϵP is described in terms of an
orthonormal three-dimensional frame associated with the GW
propagating direction. Let the unit vector in the direction of
GW propagation be êz; we can choose the other two mutually
orthogonal unit vectors êx, êy to be both perpendicular to êz.
In terms of these three vectors, êz, êx , and êy , the polarization
tensors are given as

ϵ+
ab = êxa êxb − êya êyb,

ϵ+
ab = êxa êyb + êya êxb . (4)

Since the polarization tensors are purely spatial, we will
have only spatial components of the metric perturbations. For
a stochastic GW background, these metric perturbations are a
superposition of monochromatic GWs with random phase and
amplitude and can be written as

hij (t, ri) =
$

P=+,×

& ∞

−∞
dfg

&
dΩ hP (fg, êz) ϵP

ij (êz)ei[ωgt−kg(ωg)·r],

(5)
where fg = ωg/2π is the GW frequency, Ω is solid angle,
spatial indices i, j run from 1 to 3, and hP is the amplitude
of the GW propagating in the direction of êz per unit solid
angle, per unit frequency interval, in polarization state P. If
the GW background is isotropic, stationary, and independently
polarized, we can define the characteristic strain hP

c according
to Maggiore (2000) and Lee et al. (2008), and can write

⟨hP (fg, êz)h⋆P ′
(f ′

g, êz
′)⟩ =

''hP
c

''2

16πfg
δPP ′δ(fg − f ′

g)δ(êz − ê′
z),

(6)
where the ⋆ stands for the complex conjugate and ⟨⟩ is the
statistical ensemble average. The symbol δPP ′ is the Kronecker
delta for polarization states; δPP ′ = 0 when P and P ′ are
different, and δPP ′ = 1 when P and P ′ are the same. With
the relationships above, one can show that

⟨hab(t)hab(t)⟩ =
$

P=+,×

& ∞

0

''hP
c

''2

fg
dfg. (7)1590 LEE ET AL. Vol. 722
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At a spacetime point (t, r), the spatial metric perturbation due
to a monochromatic GW is

hab(t, r) = ℜ
#

$

P=+,×
AP ϵP

abe
i[ωgt−r·kg(ωg)]

%

, (3)

where ℜ indicates the real part, and where the a, b range over
spacetime indices from 0 to 3. The summation is performed
over the polarizations of the GW. Since we are not assuming
that general relativity is the theory of gravitation, we could,
in principle, have as many as six polarization states. For
definiteness, however, and to most clearly show how pulsar
timing probes graviton mass, we will confine ourselves in
this paper to only the two standard polarization modes of
general relativity, denoted + and ×, the usual “TT” gauge (see
Appendix A for the details). Thus, the polarization index takes
on only the values P = +,×, with AP and ϵP standing for
the amplitude and polarization tensors for the two transverse
traceless modes.

The polarization tensor ϵP is described in terms of an
orthonormal three-dimensional frame associated with the GW
propagating direction. Let the unit vector in the direction of
GW propagation be êz; we can choose the other two mutually
orthogonal unit vectors êx, êy to be both perpendicular to êz.
In terms of these three vectors, êz, êx , and êy , the polarization
tensors are given as

ϵ+
ab = êxa êxb − êya êyb,

ϵ+
ab = êxa êyb + êya êxb . (4)

Since the polarization tensors are purely spatial, we will
have only spatial components of the metric perturbations. For
a stochastic GW background, these metric perturbations are a
superposition of monochromatic GWs with random phase and
amplitude and can be written as

hij (t, ri) =
$

P=+,×

& ∞

−∞
dfg

&
dΩ hP (fg, êz) ϵP

ij (êz)ei[ωgt−kg(ωg)·r],

(5)
where fg = ωg/2π is the GW frequency, Ω is solid angle,
spatial indices i, j run from 1 to 3, and hP is the amplitude
of the GW propagating in the direction of êz per unit solid
angle, per unit frequency interval, in polarization state P. If
the GW background is isotropic, stationary, and independently
polarized, we can define the characteristic strain hP

c according
to Maggiore (2000) and Lee et al. (2008), and can write

⟨hP (fg, êz)h⋆P ′
(f ′

g, êz
′)⟩ =

''hP
c

''2

16πfg
δPP ′δ(fg − f ′

g)δ(êz − ê′
z),

(6)
where the ⋆ stands for the complex conjugate and ⟨⟩ is the
statistical ensemble average. The symbol δPP ′ is the Kronecker
delta for polarization states; δPP ′ = 0 when P and P ′ are
different, and δPP ′ = 1 when P and P ′ are the same. With
the relationships above, one can show that

⟨hab(t)hab(t)⟩ =
$

P=+,×

& ∞

0

''hP
c

''2

fg
dfg. (7)
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Figure 2. Atlas for cross-correlation functions C(θ ). The label of each curve indicates the corresponding graviton mass in units of electron volts (eV). The left panel
shows the correlation functions for a 5 year bi-weekly observation. The right panel shows correlation functions for 10 years of bi-weekly observations. We take
α = −2/3 for these results. These correlations are normalized such that C(0) = 0.5 for two different pulsars.

m runs from 1 to the number of pulsar pairs M = (Np −1)Np/2,
because the autocorrelations are not used.

Following Jenet et al. (2005), we define

ρ =
!M

m=1(C(θm) − C)(c(θm) − c)
"!M

m=1(C(θm) − C)2
!M

m=1(c(θm) − c)2
, (21)

where C =
!M

m=1 C(θm)/M and c =
!M

m=1 c(θm)/M . Then
the statistic S, describing the significance of the detection, is
S =

√
M ρ. In particular, when there is no GW present, c(θm)

will be Gaussian-like white noise, the probability of getting a
detection significance larger than S is about erfc(S/

√
2)/2 (Jenet

et al. 2005).
Our aim is to determine the ability of a given pulsar timing

array configuration to detect a GW background. To do this,
we calculate the expected value for the detection significance
S by using a second set of Monte Carlo simulations. These
second Monte Carlo simulations are similar to the first ones, but
instead of calculating the average value for C(θ ), we inject white
noise for each pulsar, to represent the intrinsic pulsar noise and
instrumental noise, and we calculate the expected value of S.
We summarize the following steps here.

1. Generate a large number of GW sources (104) to simulate
the required GW background.

2. Calculate the timing residual for each pulsar as described
above and add white Gaussian noise.

3. Calculate the measured correlation c(θm) using
Equation (20) and calculate the detection significance S
using Equation (21).

4. Repeat steps 1–3 and average over the detection signifi-
cance S. The converged S is the value needed to estimate
the detection significance.

The results for the expectation value of S, as a function of GW
amplitude Ac for various pulsar timing array configurations, are
presented in Figure 3. We have also compared simulations from
several different pulsar samples with the same number of pulsars
to make sure such S is not sensitive to the detailed configuration
of the pulsar samples.

Two features of the curves in Figure 3 are worth noting. First,
the minimal detection amplitude of a GW background becomes
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Figure 3. Expected GW background detection significance using a pulsar timing
array with 20 pulsars, observed for 5 years, with 100 ns timing noise. The
graviton mass, in units of electron volts, is labeled above each curve. The x-axis
is the amplitude for the characteristic strain of the GW background (f0 = 1 yr−1,
α = −2/3), while the y-axis is the expected detection significance S.

larger, when a massive graviton is present, i.e., the leading edge
of the S–Ac curve shifts rightwards as mg is made larger. This
tells us that in order to detect a massive GW background, one
needs a stronger GW background signal or a smaller pulsar
intrinsic noise than in the case of a massless GW background.
As previously noted, this effect is mainly due to the reduction
of the pulsar timing response and the reduction of the GW
amplitude at lower frequencies. Figure 3 also tells us when we
can neglect the effect of a massive graviton. It is clear from
Figure 3 that if mg ! 2 × 10−23 eV for a 5 year observation,
the minimal detection amplitude is not reduced by more than
5%. For 10 years of observation, a 5% reduction corresponds to
mg = 10−23 eV.

The second noteworthy feature of the S–Ac curves in Figure 3
is that of the saturation level of detection significance. Due to
the pulsar distance term of Equation (11) (the term involving the
D), the detection significance achieves a saturation level when
the GW-induced timing residuals are much stronger than the
intrinsic pulsar timing noise (Jenet et al. 2005). From Figure 3,
we note that the saturation level of detection significance is large,

Tes;ng'the'proper;es'of'gravitons'with'the'SKA'

Polariza;on'modes'–'Spin'2?' Dispersion'rela;on:'massive'graviton?'

Lee et al.( 2008) 

Lee et al. (2010) 



The'SKA'as'a'Gravita;onal'Wave'Detector'

• '''SKA8PTA'is'sensi;ve'to''
''''nHz'gravita;onal'waves'

• 'Complementary'to'LISA,'

'''''LIGO'and'CMB8pol'band'

• ''''Expected'sources:'
''''''8'binary'super8massive'

''''''''black'holes'in'early'

''''''''Galaxy'evolu;on'

'''''8''Cosmic'strings'

'''''8''Cosmological'sources'

• '''Types'of'signals:'
'''''8'stochas;c'(mul;ple)'

'''''8'periodic'(single)'

'''''8'burst'(single)'

(Kramer et al. 2004) 
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Stochas;c'GW'background'

• 'Earliest'signal'expected'from'binary'super8massive'black'holes'in'early''

'''galaxy'evolu;on'(PTA'only'way'to'detect'M>107M"'Porb~10820yr)'

• 'Amplitude'depends'on'merger'rate,'galaxy'evolu;on'and'cosmology'but'could'

''be'“soon”'detectable'(e.g.'Sesana'et'al.'2008)'
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SKA'can'measure'amplitude'and'spectral'

shape,'which'encodes'informa;on'about'

galaxy'merger'&'SMBH'accre;on'processes:'

'

8'Amplitude'tracks'number'of'occurred'

'''mergers'integrated'over'the'redshiÄ'range'

'

8'Spectral'shape'should'contain'break''

''frequency'where'contribu;on'of'individual''

''systems'becomes'important.''

'

8'Individual'source'may'be'detectable'also!'
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Note:'

• 'Current'best'limits'from'European,'

'''North8American,'Australian';ming'

'''array'are'all'very'similar:'

'''EPTA:'van'Haasteren'et'al.''(2011,'in'prep.)'

'''NanoGrav:'Demorest'et'al.'(2013)'

'''PPTA:'Shannon'et'al.'(2013)'

•  All'are'tantalizingly'close'to''

'''''expected'detec;on'limit!''



Single'GW'source'in'the'PTA'band'

Sesana 2013 • 'Single'binary'SMBH'produces'periodic'signal'

• Also'dc8term'due'to'memory'effect'(e.g.'van'Haasteren'&'Levin'2010)'

• 'Signal'contains'informa;on'from'two'dis;nct'epochs:'



Loca;ng'a'(non8evolving)'single'source'with'the'SKA'

Response'paTern'for'PSR'J043784715''

for'a'6.3'nHz'gravita;onal'wave'

Npsr=40 Dpsr=100pc  mn=10ns  h0=1e−16
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Figure 2. Response pattern H of a single-pulsar timing response to a single monochromatic GW source. For illustration purposes, the
pulsar distance is chosen to be small with a value of 200 pc and the GW period is chosen as 5 years, in order to show the structure of
the response pattern. The GW source is in the 0◦ angle position, the orbital plane inclination is 90◦ and the orbital plane coincides with
the paper plane. In this way the plotted response pattern is, in fact, the term (1 + cos θ) sin(∆Φ/2) in equation. (A7).

is derived from the detailed motion of the Earth from Solar System dynamics (Seidelmann 2005). For the purpose of this
paper, it is sufficient to keep the leading term of the timing parallax, i.e. assuming a circular motion of the Earth,

Rpar(t) =
cos[2(λpsr − λ⊕(t))] cos2 βpsrr

2
⊕

4Dpsr
, (17)

where the term r⊕ is the average distance between the Sun and the Earth, and λ⊕(t) = 2π(t/1 year) is the ecliptic longitude

of the Earth at time t. This form of timing parallax assumes that the eccentricity of the Earth orbit is zero. This assumption
is valid for cases where the pulsar is not too close to the ecliptic poles, i.e. (−89◦ ! β ! +89◦), such that a timing parallax

signal is not dominated by the Earth orbit’s eccentricity. As this will generally be the case, the error of the measured pulsar

timing parallax distance is (see Appendix B for details)

σDpsr =
4
√
2σnD

2
psr√

Nobs r2⊕ cos2 βpsr
≃ 2.34

cos2 βpsr

!

Nobs

100

"− 1
2

#

Dpsr

1 kpc

$2
!

σn

10 ns

"

pc , (18)

where Nobs is the number of TOAs. The numerical factor is derived assuming that the time span of pulsar data is longer
than one year. In a real data analysis, one always uses the full Solar System ephemeris. We compared equation. (18) with

results from numerical simulations based on TEMPO3 and the planetary ephemeris DE405 (Standish 1998). For pulsars with

−89◦ ! β ! +89◦, we find that the simplified version of the timing parallax shown above agrees with the correct result
derived from TEMPO within a few percent difference, justifying the usage of equation. (18) for the purpose of the present

paper. We note that the validity of equation. (17) comes from the fact that the Earth orbital eccentricity is small and that
we are investigating measurement accuracies, where the effect of orbital eccentricity is of even higher order. According to

equation. (18), with a timing accuracy at the 10 to 30-ns level, one can use the timing parallax to measure the pulsar distance

accurately to a few light years for pulsar distances of less than 1 kpc. This distance accuracy become comparable to the
wavelength of the GW, and the timing parallax measurement is therefore indeed a potential technique to remove the pulsar

distance confusion. Both GW parameters and pulsar distances should thus be estimated from pulsar timing data at the same

time. In the following, we estimate the corresponding accuracy of the GW parameters and pulsar distances measurements
based on the signal timing of equation. (10).

3.2 Vector Ziv-Zakai bound for signals with additive white Gaussian noise

We are, now, going to determine the statistical error of estimating GW parameters using data from a PTA. A well known

and popular statistical technique to calculate such lower bounds of the statistical accuracies of parameter estimators is the

3 See http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/tempo/.

Enabling'by'spectacular'SKA'distance'measurements:'

Lee et al. (2011) 



Probing'the'merger'history'of'binary'SMBHs'with'the'SKA'
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Seeing'binary'supermassive'BHs'at'all'redshiÄs'

SKA'can'see'the'most'massive'binary'SMBHs'in'the'nHz'band''throughout'the'whole'Universe:'
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Observed'GW'period:'5'yr'

We'can'explore'constraints'on'galaxy'forma;on'models'(e.g.'Shannon'et'al.'2013)'

Wex (priv. com.) 



Conclusions'

•  The'SKA'will'be'a'superb'tool'for'fundamental'physics'and'many'astrophysical'problems'

•  With'pulsars'alone,'the'SKA'will'probe'science'from'solid'states'physics'to'gravita;on'

•  The'SKA'will'provide'the'best'tests'of'GR'&'complement'GW'detectors'

•  Proper;es'of'black'holes'will'be'determined:'cosmic'censorship,'no8hair'theorem'

•  Low8frequency'gravita;onal'waves'will'be'detected'and'used'for:'

'''''''''GW'astronomy,'cosmology'&'galaxy'evolu;on,'graviton'proper;es'

•  Science'essen;ally's;ll'the'same'as'proposed'in'2004'KSP'chapter'–'but'even'beTer!'

•  There'will'be'superb'synergies'with'GAIA,'ELTs,'LSST,'CTA,'AdvLIGO,'LISA'etc.'

'It’s'going'to'be'exci;ng.''


